
DBT Skills

Wise Mind Centered and calm. Balanced emotional mind and logical mind.
Observe Just notice the experience.

Core Describe Put the experience into words.
Mindfulness Participate Enter the experience and accept yourself.

Skills Nonjudgmental stance See, but don't evaluate. Accept each moment.
One-mindfully Do one thing at a time and concentrate your mind on the task at hand.
Effectiveness Focus on what works and act skillfully.

Objective effectiveness DEAR MAN: Describe. Express. Assert. Reinforce. Mindful. Appear confident. Negotiate.
Interpersonal Relationship effectiveness GIVE: Gentle. Interested. Validation. Easy manner.
Effectiveness Self-respect effectiveness FAST: Fair. No apologies. Stick to values. Be truthful. Cheerleading.

Skills Prioritizing Rank the importance of your objective, the relationship, and self respect.
Challenging myths and beliefs Dispute the thoughts and beliefs that reduce interpersonal effectiveness.
Options for intensity Determine how strongly to ask for or say no to something.

Identifying primary emotions Determine and name what you are feeling.
Checking the facts Identify the facts of the situation, rather than thoughts/interpretations/beliefs.
Problem solving Identify the problem, check the facts, identify your goal, brainstorm and evaluate solutions, put solution into action.

Emotion Opposite-to-emotion action Change the emotion by acting opposite to the current emotion (when it isn't helpful).
Regulation Acquire positives in the short termDo something pleasurable now.

Skills Acquire positives in the long termMake choices that match your values.
Build mastery Do something challenging to help you feel more in control.
Cope ahead Imagine how you would skillfully cope with a situation before you are in it.
Reduce vulnerabilty Eat well, balance sleep, take care of illnesses, exercise, avoid drugs
Let go of emotional suffering Attend to your emotional experiences.
Manage extreme emotions Use your crisis survival skills.

TIPP Temperature, intense exercise, progressive muscle relaxation, paced breathing
Distract Take a break from the situation.
Self-soothe Be mindful of taste, touch, smell, sounds, sights.
IMPROVE the moment Through relaxation, spirtuality, meaning making.

Distress Pros and cons Consider the pros and cons of tolerating or not tolerating distress and engaing in impulsive urges.
Tolerance Observe your breath Notice as the breath comes in and out.



Skills Half-smile Create a posture of acceptance, willingness, and openness to experience.
Awareness exercises Focus attention on allowing yourself to tolerate distress.
Radical acceptance Choose to recognize and accept reality.
Turning the mind Choose over and over again to accept reality even though the emotional mind wants to reject it.
Willingness Do what is needed in each situation.


